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New Circulation Policy
Proposed for Library
By Kimberly Valade
Staff Writer
The Zumberge Library has been
undergoing many changes and is
due for many more including a
change in the circulation policy.
Presently, people are allowed to
borrow materials for up to two
weeks. After the two week dead
line all unretumed books are
charged 5 cents per day in fines
until the books are returned.
Lee Lebbin, director of the li
brary, said he is not satisfied with
the current policy and is propos
ing a change. He presented a draft
to the Student Senate, Dean’s
Council, and the Executive Com
mittee of the University Academic
Senate (ECS).
Each group will look over Lebbin’s proposal and give their opin
ions. Lebbin and the library staff
will then use these recommenda
tions to make a final plan of ac
tion.
“I sec myself as a service

Puts
on TAG

agent,” said Lebbin. “I am
instituting a circulation
system for a community
of scholars.”
Lebbin’s proposal is to
eliminate the two week
restriction on borrowing.
If his proposal is imple
mented, people will be
able to borrow materials
for as long as needed or
until another student
needs them.
In addition, Lebbin
plans on keeping track of
Severe punishment for <
which books are checked
new proposal goes into effect. The
out in the computer sys
materials out o f the library for
tem so that when a stu
the library.
first access to the library.
dent looks up a book they will
There
are
two
reasons
for
the
This
will
prevent the problem of
know whether it is in the library
minimum
age
policy
implemen
high
school
students monopoliz
or not without hunting through
tation.
One
is
that
when
a
person
ing
materials
needed by college
shelves.
under the age of 18 refuses to re- i students.
A circulation change already in
turn a book or pay restitution,
On November 3, the ECS will
effect is the new age restriction.
Michigan law prohibits prosecu
present a formal draft of their rec
A person must be at least 18 years
ommendation to Lebbin who said
tion of minors, Lebbin said.
old and have a valid Michigan
Another
reason
for
the
change
the final policy decision will be
driver’s license or identification
made
by November 9.
is so that college students will
card to check out material from

Pam Buckley, a senior
finance major, lakes
advantage o f the newly
installed benches around
the center o f campus and
the warm weather to do
some studying between
classes last Thursday.

PHOTO BY
EMILYSTANKEY

By Pam Thompson
Staff Writer
After several complaints from
students and faculty, Grand Val
ley officials banned TAG on
campus last month.
The game is calied “The Assas
sination Game,” or sometimes
known as “Survival.” In this
game, players shoot each other
with paint pellet guns. Once shot,
a player is dead and out of the
game.
This may seem harmless, but is
considered dangerous in such an
opal area as a university campus,
as people, players and non-play
ers, can get hurt, officials said.
According to director o f Hous
ing and Health Services, Rick
Hanke, and resident hall directors,
Ken Hendrickson and Dinah
Oxyer, about 120 students living
in on-campus housing are in
volved with the game.
When the game is played at
night, someone not familiar with
the game could “freak out” if they
see a person suddenly whip out a
gun and shoot someone, Hanke
said.
The pellet guns are green, but
in the dark, would be hard to be
distinguished from a real gun, he
said.
The last time the game was
known to be played on campus
was during the 1986-87 school
year. According to Hanke, then it
was only minor incidents, now it
is a major incident because so
many students are playing.
The average cost of a gun is
about $70.
Hanke said it is clearly ex
plained on page eight of the HousSec TAG p. 6

Future of Michigan’s Public
Education may Lie in Proposals
By Eric C. Nietling
Editor in Chief
Next week, Michigan voters
will will decide on two proposals
that could greatly change the fund
ing for education in the state.
Proposal A, a concept devel
oped by Dr. Edgar Harden and a
committee formed at the Michi
gan Congress’ request, would
raise state sales tax from 4 cents
to 4.5 cents and raise $400 mil
lion for K-12 education.
Proposal B was brought about

by several members of Harden’s
committee. According to Dan
Fugate, communications director
of the Promote Michigan Educa
tion Committee, some of the
members of Harden’s committee
didn’t agree. ‘They thought that
property taxes needed to be ad
dressed,” said Fugate. “So, they
made a new plan which is now
called Proposal B.” The Promote
Education Committee is the pri
mary group leading the way for
Proposal A.
The new plan would raise state

sales tax from 4 cents to 6
cents, raise more than S3QQ
million for K-12 education
and would roll back property
taxes from 33 to 40 percent.
In either case, a tax hike
will “guarantee” more educa
tion funding. But, some stale
congressmen don’t think so.
According to John Engler,
State Senate Majority Leader,
the proposals are fraudulent.
“Nothing has been set by the

V

A proposal to increase the sales/use tax from 4 cents to 4.5 cents pe
dollar and constitutionally dedicate funds for local schools.
The proposed constitutional amendment would:
1) Constitutionally dedicate to schools:__________
a. .5 cents increase in sales/use tax;
b . CurTent statutory revenue sources, including
lottery profits and some cigarette/liquor taxes;
c. Increased share of existing sales/use tax (51 percent to
68 percent) to substantially replace annual school
appropriation.
2) Distribute dedicated funds to school districts as provided by
law.
Activate
increased statutory penalty to deny 100 percent of
3)
state funds to schools not adopting core curriculum
and improvement plans.

1

Sec PROPOSALS p. 6
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GVSU Students Live
Life in the Fast Lane
Says Psych Today

Campus Recycling
Committee
Expands Program
By Sandra Planisek
Staff Writer
“I’m here to talk trash,” began
Karen A. Fenske, vice-president
of Lubbers Resource Systems.
Fenske spoke last week at a
workshop geared to expand par
ticipation in Grand Valley's of
fice-paper recycling program
sponsored by Grand Valley’s
Campus Recycling Committee.
About a dozen faculty, staff and
students attended the first of the
two presentations explaining the
economic, social and environ
mental savings generated by re
cycling.
Americans on average gener
ate 3.96 pounds of garbage per
person, per day, according to a
recent article in the “The New
Republic.”
Trash clean-up costs Americans
$15 billion dollars a year and
paper products, the focus of Grand
Valley’s recycling program, cur
rently devour 35 percent of the
world’s wood harvest, according
to Fenske.
The average American office
worker generates 2 pounds of
paper trash per day.
Interest in recycling is growing
because it has become easy to do,
Fenske said.
She said substantial savings
created are rapidly increasing and
because many states, including
Michigan, have laws requiring

By S andra Planisek
Staff Writer
Rural Grand Valley may not be
in the fast lane, but students have
a quick step.
An informal survey of the walk
ing speed-of Grand Valley stu
dents reveals a rate close to the
/fa ste st in the country.
The “Pace of Life" in 36 U.S.
cities was reported in the October
issue of “Psychology Today.”
Life moved fastest in the north
east with Boston being the fast
est-paced city followed by Buf
falo and then New York.
PHOTO BY'WENDY HELL
Los Angeles was the slowestRecycling bins will soon be replacing most trash containers that are
paced city in the survey. Four
located across campus.
variables were used to compile the
overall rankings: walking speed,
nearly 3,000 trees, more than talking speed, working speed and
recycling plans.
80,000 gallons of fuel oil, 1.8 percent o f students who wore
Recycling is not new at Grand
million kilowatts of electricity and watches.
Valley.
more than 1,000 cubic yards of
“It has been used for several
landfill space annually.
years on campus. We want to
The speed of 30 Grand Valley
Recycling could reduce water students walking in front of Zummake it available to everyone else
pollution 35 percent and air pol berge Library was measured last
who wants to participate," said
lution 74 percent from the levels Tuesday. The average Grand Val
Mary Beversluis, recycling com
needed to generate new paper. ley student walked 60 feet in 11.9
mittee member, explaining the
Each new participant in Grand seconds. The national study re
new attention to campus recycling.
Valley’s program will save 4.25 ported residents of the fastest
Officials predict Grand Valley
trees annually.
could recycle 174 tons of office
walking city averaged 11.1 sec
Recycling is easy. This pro onds and the slowest averaged
paper annually saying the univer
gram recycles nearly all types of 14.7 seconds for the 60 feet.
sity $6,561 in disposal fees.
Grand Valley could more im
The fastest Grand Valley stu
See CAMPUS p.6 dent covered 60 feet in only 10.2
portantly save the environment

seconds .while the slowest took
17.5 seconds.
For perspective if both of these
students left the field house to
gether, when the fastest student
would be arriving at the library,
and the slowest student would just
be passing Loutit Hall.
Detroit had the fastest overall
pace of four midwestem cities
reported in the study.
Chicago was second fastest,
followed by Indianapolis. East
Lansing was downright leisurely
ranking 30th of the 36 cities, ac
cording to the survey.
Walking pace sometimes dif
fered from overall pace. The fast
est midwestem walkers were
found in Chicago and East Lan
sing followed by the slower pe
destrians in Indianapolis and De
troit
Based on this study, “Psychol
ogy Today" recommends that stu
dents pick a college environment
whose pace matches your own.
Fast-paced individuals should
move to and will enjoy fast paced
cities. But if you are a fast-paccd
individual watch for the related
health risks. Fast-paccd cities
housed more heart disease, more
stress and more cigarette smok
ers, according to the survey.
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GVSU Senate Office
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On Tuesday, November 7th at 12:00 noon, in the
Crow’s Nest of the Kirkhof Center, the Student Senate
will be sponsoring an Open Forum. Present at this
Forum will be representatives from several of the
different divisions on campus, including ARA, the Aca
demic Resource Center, Student Activities, Student
Senate, the Fieldhouse, Physical Plant and more.
These representatives will be there to answer student
•questions about such issues as parking, field house
operations, ARC services, the Student Life Fee and
others. Don’t miss this opportunity!!!
v.
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The Student Organization
Round Table will be heid Thurs
day,

Novem ber 2nd in the

C row ’s Nest of the Kirkhof
Center.
All registered student organi
zations are requested to send
three (3) representatives to this
meeting. Please m ake sure your
organization is represented!!

—.... .
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GV Offers a Variety
Of Grades to I
Forward to, or Dread
Sandra L. Planisek
Staff Writer
Every semester students get
marks other than the traditional
A's, B’s, C’sand D’s.
Nearly 14 percent of the grades
given out in recent semesters were
grades other than regular letter
grades. To help you understand
your transcript the following in
formation was compiled from the
Grand Valley catalog, Schedule of
Classes and a discussion with
Lynn M. Blue, university regis
trar.
W - W ithdraw
This is the most common of
the non-letter grades representing
between seven and nine percent
of the grades submitted by fac
ulty.
Students may withdraw from
one course or all of their courses.
Although every conceivable rea
son exists for withdrawing from
one course, students usually with
draw from all courses only if they
have severe health or work prob
lems.
Withdrawals are reported on
transcripts but do not affect a stu
dent’s grade-point average. The
detriment of withdrawals is the
money lost.
CR/NC - Credit / No C redit
Four to five percent of grades
arc credit/no credit. Students may
elect this type of grading because
it relieves "pressure”, but the num
ber of crcdit/no credit hours al
lowed for graduation is limited.

After the first week of the
mester a credit / no credit course
cannot be returned to a regularly
graded course. If you finish the
course with an A there is no
to get that A on your transcript.
I - Incomplete
An incomplete
when a student is unable to
a course due to some uncontrol
lable circumstance that occurs at
the very end of the semester. It is
not a substitute for a W or an F.
As a result only one to two per
cent of the grades in a semester
are I’s.
NR - No Report
This grade occurs when a fac
ulty member fails to turn in a
grade. It occurs infrequently; less
than half of one percent of the
grades are not reported.
Au - Audit
This grade shows that a student
attended a course but did not wish
to receive any grade or credit for
a course. It is chosen infrequently
by students.
X - Deferred
Like credit/no credit, deferred
can only be offered on courses
which have been previously sanc
tioned. These courses involve
student activity which would be
expected to extend beyond one
semester’s worth of work. Usu
ally this grade is given in gradu
ate courses for research projects.
Last fall semester only 30 courses
received an X.

PHOTO BY WENDY HILL

Alan Lafave volunteered to drink enough alcohol to bring his blood alcohol level past the legal
point of .09 percent as part of an Alchohol Awareness party held in the Ravines last Thursday.
Officer John Lyman tested Alan's reflexes with various tests that police officers use to determine the
sobriety of suspected drunk drivers and that also demonstrated the lack of coordination caused by
intoxication. Officer Lyman demonstrated that while a person may feel sober enough to drive, his or
her reflexes are drastically affected by only a few drinks. Radio DJ’s Dan Baker and Darla Jaye from
KLQ FM 104.5, broadcast live from the Ravines during the party that was held as part o f Alcohol
Awareness Month.

PEACE CORPS SERVICE
A Good Career Move

WORD PROCESSING
Resumes - 1 Pg with 25 Originals - $20.00
Student Typing Service - $2.00IPG
Advanced Word Processing Features Available
TYVBSET Q U A U T Y l.ASEK PRINTER
S to r e d f o r E a s y a n d I n e x p e n s i v e U p d a t i n g
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Jocquelyn P©te/*on

Coll 696-9367 for Appointment
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HAVE YOU EVER
CONSIDERED
DONATING PLASMA?
But ...You a r e n 't sure w hat p lasm a is used
fo r or why we pay for y o u r p lasm a donation?
*PLASMA donors provide Source PLASMA, ihc fluid portion
of blood, used for die preparation of plasma products, diagnosis
and treatment of rabies, hepatitis B, hemophilia, burn and shock'
victims, heart surgery and products to blood type donors and
patients.

Y o u can e arn $ 3 0 .0 0 and help others
by d o n a tin g plasm a tw ice each w eek.

SERA-TEC PLASMA
1973 S. DIVISION AVENUE
GRAND RAPIDS
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medical criteria required at each donation.
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My Turn

T H E IR

M 0 6 H

Your Turn To Speak Out
An Open Cal! For Letters
Hello, out there. Is anybody writ
ing? With all the events in South
Africa, eastern Europe, the USSR,
South America, North America and
Michigan, it seems there would be
ample material for students to write
about But the mailbox has been
empty these past weeks, with the
exception of one or two missives
directed to the issues raised by re
actions to the style of letters sub
mitted by members of Collegiate
Bible Studies.
This is not to say that the issues
raised have been trivial or unde
serving o f space, but that the issues
have been lost to attacks and de
fenses of people's characters. Space
devoted to letters is not intended to
be a gladitorial arena, but as a fo
rum for intelligent, reasoned dis
cussion.
People are living and dying for
fundamental freedoms around the

world. Many aspects of these
struggles relate to our lives as
students, adults and Americans.
The relationships between cul
tures come mdre and more into
prominence each day. These are
not events that take place only
"out there”, or can/will/should
be decided by “somebody else.”
These are the events that are
shaping our futures. We have the
ability and opportunity to help
shape them. Letters to a news
paper are a unique opportunity
to express opinion, not for a
grade, or to meet someone else's
expectations, but for the value
of the truth as you experience it.
Experience the thrill and chal
lenge of taking a stand. Write a
letter, and give us the one thing
no one else can— your partici
pation.

S'

$

The Question: Remember Tula, the giant
Flamingo? What the TV news didn’t show was
the sign around its neck— “Trite Tula, the epit
ome o f Allendale.” Do you think that G V SU ’s
environment is “stale” and “uninteresting”?

G V D e s e rv e s R e s p e c t
fo r D e c is io n to H ire
N e w L ib ra ry D ire c to r
By Stu MacKenzie
Opinion Editor
People at Grand Valley have been ‘‘checking out” Lee Lcbbins almost as much as they have been checking out books. Li
braries are commonly quiet, reserved places that seem, if not
immune to change, resistant to fresh winds. It is easy to assume
that library directors share these same characteristics.
Lebbins has put the lie to any such assumptions. He has not
given a first impression that fits the mold of “directorial” behav
ior— working the Reference desk, hearing a grumble and con
fronting it, asking students and faculty what they think is right
and wrong in Zumberge, maintaining non-9-to5'ish hours, work
ing as hard as he might if this was a probationary period he had
to pass before “really” geting the job.
“Everything.” That was Lebbins' response when asked last
year about what he wanted to accomplish at GVSU, He so far
certainly seems to have demonstrated a capability to look ‘eve
rything’ straight in the eye and not blink.
Even the steps he's taken that have been aggravating to some
are hard to argue. More than a few faculty members were shocked
to find the card catalog set off limits when computer conversion
look place. And not a few nappers started searching for new so
fas when “dead” floor space began to be put to use.
The library is moving forward, and its momentum is good for
us all, as refreshing and encouraging as a breeze that billows the
sails of a becalmed ship.
But there s one aspect to Lebbins' changes that is not so
obvious, one element of his “everything” dream that resists
obvious interpretation—the fact that he got the job.
- fira-year when it's easy (alm ostioo easyt to rriiiei/e ihe |np
echelons of Grand Valley's leadership for everything from A to
Z, the fact that Lee Lebbins got the job is a very encouraging
sign.
The position pays well, and library science is a competitive
(read: more people than jobs) field. Grand Valley is well enough
established to attract a skilled and competent group of appli
cants. Lebbins made no attempt to hide his desire for change
during the interview period. The university was perfectly aware
of who they were getting when they accepted Lebbins as the
new director.
When all of this is added up there can be only one conclu
sion—GVSU wanted someone who would “get busy." Grand
Valley is to be congratulated for extending its invitation to the
future and the people who can bring it to us, and encouraged to
gdo more of the same.
.vat ctsas; f Fhjyam:-,jrewrar

for me to say,
because I live in G.R., but I think
that the environment is nice.”
Donna Stenberg
Junior
Film/Video - French

siignuy. Lampus is tun it you
look for something to do, but Al
lendale in general is boring.”
Joseph Ilurress
Freshman
Com puter Science

“I kind of like the environment
here. I think it’s easier to study
when there’s not much to bother
you... there’s still lots to do.”
C arl Nippa
Freshman
Physical Therapy

phcrc. It’s not blah. I’d rather go
here than downtown some
where.”
Dave Niehuis
Junior
Business Administration

Quite. There’s just not much
to do around here. I haven’t seen
anything that they have done with
the Student Life Fee.”

“Yes, I do think that it is stale
annd uninteresting, but it’s not an
unsol vable problem.”
Zavtra Adams
Sophomore
Undecided

Jennifer Thomas
Sophomore
Biology
~AST
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Milwaukee
Students Get
Pay Raise
(CPS) — Student workers at
M ilw aukee A rea T echnical
College got a 30-cent raise Sept.
15, moving their hourly wage to
S3.65.
Officials announced the raise
just as the student paper, The
Times, was preparing to publish
an article reporting that two
neighboring technical college
d istricts pay th eir stu d en t
employees from 90 cents to $1.35
per hour more than MATC did.
Officials claimed the raise was
in the works well before reporters
investigated. The reason for the
raise, said MATC financial aid
Director Jim Fricdbacher, was the
school’s “ inability to keep
students at minimum wage.”
Concerned that local fast-food
restaurants and other employers
were paying students higher
wages and causing a labor
shortage on their campuses, a
number of college campuses
around the country last spring
announced they would raise the
hourly rates paid to students they
hire this fall.
In North Carolina, for instance,
Appalachian State University
students are making $3.85 per
hour this term, 50 cents more than
the same jabs paid last spring. At
the University of Illinois, students
got a 40-ccnt raise to $3.75 an
hour.
The announcements cam0 at
about the same time Congress had
approved a measure that would
gradually raise the federal
minimum wage from $3.35 to
$4.55 by 1992. President Bush
vetoed it, though, saying he
wouldn’t accept a minimum wage
higher than $3.70.
—fn— M tfw aukeej— M A T C ’s
neighbors pay even m ore.
Waukesha County Technical
C ollege pays its stu d en t
employees between $4.25 and
$4.75 an hour.
Students at
Gateway Technical College start
at $5 per hour.

Scholarship Program

Vector has immediate part time
openings. Flexible schedules.
Training provided, internships to
qualified. All majors may apply.
$8.25 guaranteed base to start.
245-6282 10 a.m. to d pjn. ASAP

VAIL

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 4th
9:00 p m
GRAND VALLEY STATE UNIVERSITY
FIELD HOUSE ARENA
£ 10004>RIZEUVfONEY_______
$ 500 FIRST PRIZE
Tickets - $2 at the door
Sponsored By Student Life Fee
& UPB Concert Committee

Call (616) 895-3295 for more information
J l l j H i 'J l O l f l <U.
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CORRECTION—'T hb b a corrected chart listing the
registration schedule for the winter *90 term. Last week's chart
incorrectly listed the credit hour qualifications for determining
class standings,

r
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U of Arizona gets Rugged
(CPS) — A University of Ari
zona woman has won her fight for
a chance to play on the school’s
rugby team.
A campus discipline committee
ordered the team to give student
Jodi Orliss a chance to try out for
the team Oct. 12, threatening to
deny the team student fees and the
use of UA facilities if it refused.
Denying Orliss the chance to try
out violated UA’s “non-discrimi
nation” policies, said Ann Parker,

student activities program coordi
nator.
Orliss, a power lifter who com
petes for the American Drug Free
Powerlifting Association, has
bench pressed 175 pounds and
dead lifted 355 pounds. But rugby
is completely new to her. “I’ve
never played it in my life,” Orliss
said. “But it doesn’t seem that bad.
I’m sure I’m going to play on the
beginning team.”

PROPOSAL From p. 1----------need better computer skills. Pro
However, many analysts predict
“Nothing has been set by the
posal A gives them that
the proposals will both go down
(state) congress,” he said. ‘I f a
proposal passes, the education
money already appropriated
from the general fund may get
cut. So the actual gain in edu
cation spending may be mini
A proposal to increase the sales/use tax from 4 cents to 6 cents per
mal."
dollar, reduce school property taxes, set permanent school operating
Engler also said even
though these proposals may
fluids for local schools.
fail, more education spending
is needed. “Since 1980,
The proposed constitutional am endm ent would
Michigan's education fund
1) Constitutionally dedicate to schools:
ing has dropped 27 percent,"
a. 2 cent increase in salesfrse tax;
said the republican front-run
b. Current statutory revenue sources, including
ner for governor.
lottery profits and some dgarette/liquor taxes;
H ow ever, F ugate dis
c.
Increased
share o f existing salcsAise tax (51
agrees. “They (state con
percent to 75 percent) to substantially replace
gressmen) don’t like it (the
annual school appropriation.
proposals) because it takes
2) Reduce property (axes in most school districts. Replace
the politics out of education
school taxes with permanent statewide millage (9-mills
spending." Proposal A will
on residential/farm; 14-mills on businesses) plus
end the politics of education
non-voted local millage not subject to voter rollback.
funding. It will guarantee
Limit voter-approved increases to 4-mills.
equal education funding for
3) Set per-pupil funding guarantees subject to change by
every student Michigan.
law requiring two-thirds vote.
Other additives in Proposal
4) Activate increased statutory penalty to deny all
A separate it from Proposal
non-guaranteed slate funds to schools not adopting
B. A core curriculum for all
schools, required computer
core curriculum and improvement plans.
instruction or demonstrated
com puter lite ra c y and
m
m i
tougher standards for stu
dents, teachers and adminis
trators make Proposal A the edu
in defeat. Because no major elec
“College students need to know
cators choice.
tions are taking place ibis year, a
that education in Michigan will
But, the fact that Proposal B
low voter turnout is expected and
improve,” said Fugate. “Success
lowers property taxes still has that
the biggest concern voters are
in college depends on their per
luring effect.
facing is a tax hike, not education
formance in high school. (Pro
spending
posal A) defines the level of skills
“In the past, kids could gradu
at every grade level.”
ate from high school and get right
Fugate said that Michigan isn’t
into Ford, Chrysler or General
the first state to adopt education
spending similar to this. “Some
Motors,” said Fugate. “Nowadays
they can’t do that. They (students)
other slates do this,” he said.
WAAT IS r t f
rM p -T sn *
STRESS!.*
TAG From p. 1-

s

ing Handbook that the use or pos
session o f firearms is prohibited
within the housing system.

I W O M K H iMiB oADKur

Free Haircut, Color or P erm !
M en and W om en needed for a Redken and Paul Mitchell
Professional Hair Seminar to demonstrate the latest hairstyles
"his is your chance to get a great new look from top international hair designers1
Be a part of the Midwest's largest hair and fashion show November 4 - 6
at Devos Hall and the Amway Grand Plaza Hotel,
all in exchange for your time.

For more information, call Cindy or Kirk
at Malys
(6 1 6 )9 4 2 -0 0 6 0

TH ERE A R E TW O SIDES TO
BECOM ING A NURSE IN TH E ARM Y.
- And-theyre-both-i
sented by the insignia you wear
as a member of the Army Nurse
Corps. The caduceus on the left
means you’re part of a health care
system in which educational and
career advancement are the rule,
not the exception. The gold bar
on the right means you command respect as an Army officer. If you’re
earning a BSN, write: Army Nurse Opportunities, P.O. Box 7713,
Clifton, NJ 07015.

ARM Y NURSE CORPS. BE ALLYO U CAN BE.

C am pus Police C h ief A1
Wygant said if a student is caught
playing the game the student will
be reffered to the Dean of Students
for disciplinary actions. He added
depending on the situation, crimi
nal charges could be pressed
against the student.
Signs declaring the game ille
gal on campus have been posted
in the dorm lobbies and resident
assistants have been instructed to
personally speak to the people
involved in the game.
One student, Pat Potter , who
lives in the Copeland Dorm, was
injured when a pellet hit him in
the chin.

He said a friend got him in
volved in the game.
“This kid named J. R. came up
to me and said he could get the
gun from a catalog if I game him
the money”. He said he didn’t
know the identify who J.R. was.
According to Potter, now that
Grand Valley has declared the
game illegal, it is played more in
designated areas at designated
times so that more students don’t
get hurt.
He said a player can’t walk
into a classroom anymore, for in
stance, and get shot.
After his injury, Potter said he
was still planning on playing the
game again, but has recently sold
his gun to another student.
“It’s not as great of a game as I
thought it would be”, he stated.

\ J d fa irC o ft
[ $5.00 off any perm

I
I

I Hours 9 -7 Tue - Friday
I
I
I

9 -2 Saturday

I

Phone 895-7151

I

6408 Lake Michigan Drive
Allendale, Ml 49401

I
I__________
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A ir B an d B lo w s O v e r
C a m p u s S a tu rd a y

By Cheryl Frye
Campus Life Editor
Lights, sound and action is
what Grand Valley’s annual
Air Band Competition is all
about.
Thirteen bands will com
pete Saturday, November 4
in the Field House arena. The
Air Band competition is
sponsored by the University
Program Board Concert
Committee
Air Band is a competition
for the students of Grand
Valley. Students are given
the opportunity to perform
their talents, to a music se
lection of their choice.
The competition’s lights
arc provided by Odyssey
Lighting Company. Most
recently, the company did a
light show for President
George Bush. Each group
will have 10,(XX) watts of
sound behind them.
104.5 Sunny FM’s Jo Jo

Gerard will be the emcee for
the night.
First place winners will
receive $500, second place
$250, third place $ 125, fourth
$75 and fifth $50.
Air Band’s past goes as
far back as the collapsing of
the Dome. In 1978, what is
now the Field House was
called the Dome. In that year
the dome on the building col
lapsed. During it’s recon
struction, Air Band was held
in one of Manitou Hall’s lec
ture rooms.
' Bryan Mecklenburg, Con
cert Committee Chairman
said, “I expect this year’s Air
Band to be another great
success. Last year we had our
best year ever with over
2,000 people in attendance.
Air Band is easily Grand
Valley’s most popular annual
event.”
Tickets will be sold at the
door for S2 a seat.

The Producers look first in last year's Air Band with their
version o f “She Sheila.”
PHOTO BY BOB COOLEY

Sisters,
Brothers and
Brats to
Invade GVSU
By Linda Burton
Staff Writer
This weekend is designated as
Siblings Weekend on Grand Val
ley’s campus.
The campus will be full of
special events and activities,
geared toward entertaining stu
dent’s brothers and sisters.
To start the weekend off, there
will be a film, ‘The Land Before
Time”, shown in 132 Lake Huron
Hall on Friday at 7 p.m. and Sat
urday at 8 p.m. At 8 p.m. on Fri
day, Tim Settimi will be perform
ing at the Louis Armstrong The
atre.
On Saturday, at 1:30p.m., the
undefeated Laker football team
will play Northwood Institute.
Also, the GVSU Crew team will
be hosting the Great Lakes Sprint
Regatta in Grand Rapids.
Later, on Saturday night at
9:00p.m. Air Band ’89 will be held
at the ficldhouse. A number of
groups will be competing to win
the $500 prize. Tickets are $2 at
the door.

O ne D ollar B uys a C hance
F or G V SU P resid en cy
The American Marketing As
sociation and the American Ad
vertising Federation will be spon
soring a raffle to become “Presi
dent For The Day.” The winner
will be President of GVSU with
access to offices, secretaries and
lunch in the Oak Kixrm. President
Lubbers will then attend die win
ner’s classes.

Raffle tickets will be sold for
S 1 in the upstairs of the Commons
from 4:30 to 6:30 p.m. and in the
Kirkhof Center from 11 a.m. to 6
p.m. You can also purchase tick
ets directly from any AAF or
AMA members starting on Octo
ber 26. The drawing for the win
ner will be on November 9 at the
Student Senate meeting.

Daytona Lays Down
the Law for Spring Break
(CPS) — Daytona Beach, Fla.,
officials say 1990 may be the last
year they welcome students to
vacation there during spring break.
City visitors bureau officials say
they will send a squad of
representative to a number of
campuses in early 1990 to warn
students to behave well when they
head south this spring.
"We want students to party, but
we want them to do it
responsibly,” said Suzanne Smith,
director of the city’s spring break
task force, which will decide the
last week of October how many
campuses it will visit.
Smith said Dayuma Beach, one
of the last places left that actually
welcomes students lor spring
break, may follow other vacation
sjhils like Miami Beach, Fort
Lauderdale, Palm Springs, CA and
most recently, Virginia Beach in
discouraging them from coming

there if things don’t change.
Since 1984, seven people have
died and 34 have been injured in
falls from Daytona hotel and motel
balconies. Last spring, the city
was largely unable to control the
4(X),(XX) students who visited.
Smith reported.
Students trashed hotels, urinated
on lawns, passed out in driveways
and disturbed residents with
blaring radios.
“The community is no longer
willing to put up with dial" even
though the visitors spent an
estimated SI20million in the area.
Smith said.
“The message we’re taking to
campuses," she explained, “is that
we want students to come to
Daytona.” When they get there,
however, they will find stricter
rules to regulate drinking, and a
variety of nonstop acuvities to
keep students busy.

PHOTO BY JULIE EDINCER
Carl Rosen opens for Chicago on Sunday night performing popular songs as
"Norma Jean". "Piano Man" and "American Pie He will make a return
performance at GVSU's Night Club Series on Thursday. November 9 at 9p m
in the Kirkhof Center
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PHOTO BY JULIE ED1NGER
Bill Champein assists Jason Schcff with vocals while alternating between keyboards
and guitar.
Danny Seraphine, drummer, keeps the Fieldhouse rocking (right).
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With 19 hit albums to their
credit and one in the works, Chi
cago performed the final concert
of their U.S. Tour in the GVSU
Field House, Sunday nighL
' Opening for Chicago was comedian/musician Carl Rosen.
Rosen warmed-up the audience
with his own renditions of popu
lar songs by such artists as Billy
Joel, Elton John and Don McLean.
In addition, Rosen performed
several original compositions.
Chicago opened with “Does
Anybody Really Know What
Time It Is?” and instantly caught
the attention of the more than
3,300 screaming fans that filled
the arena.
The band played to every age
group featuring songs from their
earler releases such as “Saturday
In The Park,” to more recent tunes
like, “I Don’t Want To Live With
out Your Love”.
After ending the hour and a half
concert, Chicago was called back
on stage by overwhelming cheers
for an encore. Chicago obligedby
performing one last song, "25 Or
6 to 4".
Bryan Mecklenburg, University
Program Board Concert Chairman
said, “I was very pleased with how
smoothly the show went over. The
fans were great, the opening act
was spectacular and Chicago had
a great time. I’m already looking
forward to doing another major
concert. Thank you to everybody
who was involved in the show.”
(Several Lanlhorn staff mem
bers contributed to this story)
PHOTO BY JULIE ED1NGER

su \

; me. and Lee Loughnan, trumpet, back up Rober Lamm (right).

W ell Keep You
In The
Dark!
C o m p le te D a rkro o m S u p p lie s • Film
Q ua lity P h o to F in is h in g • A /V E q u ip m e n t
C am eras • K n o w le d g e and E xperience .
PHOTO BY JU L IE EL) INO HR

/
. an cruhu.\ia\iu t rowd Sundav
t’<" :: ! i

ARDEN'S

PHOTO«MART/AUDIOVISUAL, INC

1000 W. FULTON • GRAND RAPIDS. Ml 49504 • (616) 456-7881
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T op T en
The Top Ten Reasons Why There Appears To Be
More Spirit On Campus This Semester
Compiled by Rob Bennett
Staff Writer.

By Amy Lutz
Imagine walking down a long
dark corridor and the only hope
of rescuing yourself from an un
known fate is the small light at
the end of the tunnel.
“Go into the light, go into the
light,” you hear a small but direct
voice inside your head say.
You look down and in your
shaking hand is a can of Raid.
“What is this for?” you wonUer.
You continue on with your jour
ney and the light is becoming
larger and brighter.
Finally after trudging through
the fears and expectations in your
mind, you reach the light With
Raid in hand, you point the can at
the light and press with every last
bit of strength you have.
When the can is empty, a
strange feeling overcomes you as
you reach for a near by broom.
You start to sweep, but you can’t
is being collected at the
see
end of the broom
Your urge to sweep has passed
and the broom slips from- your

fingers. You look down and
scream in horror.
Yes, there are dead flies every
where. The area surrounding you
looks like the backlot from The
Amityville H orror.
Where did they all come from?
I know this is a common dream
circling the campus. I have had it
myself, along with several other
people I’ve spoken to.
Why?
^
I know exactly why. It’s the
nightmare that plagues the minds
of GVSU faculty and students
because of the flies dying in
droves in buildings across our
beautiful campus.
It’s really quite gross.
Hundreds o f flies lining the
inside o f windows constantly
buzzing, buzzing, buzzing, trying
desperately to drive all the humans
around absolutely nuts from the
continuous buzzing, buzzing,
buzzing.
What’s worse is when they lie
on the window sill, no longer able
to beat themselves against the

Movies
By Rob Bennett

attempt to develop a working
Fat Man and Little Boy is the
latest outing for Academy atomic bomb. The film covers the
Award winner Paul Newman. In
period of 19 months, right up to
it he portrays General Leslie / three days before the bomb nickGroves, the famous engineer i named Little Boy was dropped on
who built the Pentagon and then
Hiroshima.
went on to oversee the Manhat
Everyone knows that the bombs
tan Project. As you all know,
were dropped and that the U.S.
the Manhattan Project was the
won the war. What is interesting
I was having trouble decid
ing which album, or albums, to
review this week, so I won’t do
any. Instead, while 1 try vainly
to make up my mind, this week
will feature a recap consisting
mainly of last years best, and in
some cases worst, albums. All
of these were previously re
viewed in last years paper and
Don’t Miss:Andy TaylorThunder (excellent guitar fea
turing Steve Jones and exDuran Duran member), Anima
tion (skip the new LP featuring
Cynthia Rhodes as lead singer,
the group just isn’t the same),
The Best O f Berlin (features a
few new tracks and lots of old
goodies!), Roxcttc- Look Sharp1

window and keep on buzzing,
buzzing, buzzing.
Then they die. •
Some die on the sill, some make
it to the floor. Those who are still
just barely alive meet their demise
at the hands of the janitor holding
a can of Raid.
What I would like to know is
why do they insist on doing this
annoying ritual?
Are they tiyihg to imitate lem
mings?
I’ve asked some people their
opinions and the fly problem has
left most dumbfounded.
I happen to believe it has to do
with the disappearance of the
Ozone layer (or the OH NO! zone
layer as I like to call it). This the
ory has yet to be proven.
So, are these flies dying on our
windows because of some gravi
tational, astrological or religious
reason?
I think our very own Stu has the
best reason of all.

8. There’s a rumor that ARA
m ight be replaced by
Denny’s.
7. Because Chicago is coming
to campus!!!
6. Because the flamingo in
Zumberge Pond saw its
shadow on Pink Flamingo
Day.
5. The Student Senate is get
ting so much accomplished
this year that we just have
to be happy.

3. There is a rumor that Play
boy might come to Grand
Valley to shoot a pictorial *
called “Sorority Women of
theGLIAC.”

2. People are afraid that if
they don’t show spirit that
the “Bleacher Creatures”
will lynch them.

1. Because if the football
team can go undefeated
this season, President Lub
bers has suggested that he
might have the “College”
on the water tower changed
to “University.”

“It’s time for them to die.”
Naaah! That can’t be it.

is the personal lives of the men
who built the bomb. General
Leslie Groves (Newman) was
determined to see the bombs
built for the simple fact that his
career was on the line and also
that once this project had been
started, he was determined to see
it finished. Dr. J. Robert Oppenliciliupi ^JUTWlgllk OL.I1U11Z,; WUll
through a living hell during the
project, as his affair with a
known Communist was brought
to light, the moral implications
of the bomb began to sink in,
and the stress of getting the
device to work.
Fat Man and Little Boy is
See MOVIES p. 11

Music
By Kristoffer G air

(don’t let the songs on the radio
fool you, this has some great ma
terial on it not heard yet), John
Norum-Tota/ Control (ex-Europe
guitarist gone solo rock), Infor
mation Society (the lead singer just
happens to be the nephew of a
certain professor on campus, I’m
not saying who!), Bill *6 Ted's

10. The excitement from every
one paying their student life
fee hasn’t worn off yet
7;'.'
■, .'
v ; Lr
9. Everyone is just so happy
. that they can get more
studying done in the dorms
because there is no 24-hour
visitation.

4. Ann Leslie, following the
great success of “There’s
No Place Uke Home” for
homecoming, is making
the them e for Sexual
Awareness month “Great
Sexpectations”

Excellent Adventure (party on
dude m usic), CamoufiageVoices And Images (Germany’s
version of Depeche Mode),
Dcpechc Mode-707 (speaking of
the Mode, this is all live!), Gary
Moore- After The War (ex-Thin
See MUSIC p. 11

B ooks
By Schon Washington
Someone was trying to kill Stile
(a mere serf) and he didn’t know
why. On the scientifically ad
vanced planet of Proton, Stile was
a master of the Game. Maybe
someone was trying to knock him
out and secure a spot as one of the
top ten Gamesmen? He didn’t
know.

of rhyme magic that might be of
Adept caliber. But to his dismay
he discovered that if he used his *
powers his only two companions
would have to terminate him, if
they could.
Split Infinity is one-of Piers Anthony’s classics. It is of both
science-fiction and fantasy and he
is more than ample in both areas.
He proves this as his character
Stile bounces in and out of Phaze
and Proton soon to be expatriated
in the latter if he doesn’t win all
of the Games.

When it seemed Stile’s life was
drawing to abrupt halt his strik
ingly beautiful, female-robot
companion aided him as he passed
through the curtain. Beyond the
curtain he found the danger equal
only different, because Phaze was
a world of magic. He quickly met
Anthony also gives away parts
a seemingly jolly fellow who gave
of his own personality and values
him a chain. That was very nice
through his character, Stile. This
of him, except that once evoked
can also be seen in some of the
the thing turned into a demon and _ other books,espec ially inh isohfer
began strangling him as it grew in
Xanth series. As with the Xanth
size. However the minor demon
scries this character is a basically
proved to be no match for the
moral chajJ with one or two major
superior fighting skills of Stile.
hang-ups of flaws.
Next Stile met and befriended
a magical unicorn that could
One hang-up someone might
change into a woman and also
have with Stile might be his ques
befriended a were-wolf.
He
tionable sexual desires hinted at
learned that in Phaze die most
earlier in the review. But if you
powerful beings were Adepts,
can’t figure it out, you can always
whom everyone feared. And to
read the book.
his greater amazement he learned
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MOVIES From p. 10_____________________ _
filled with lofty speeches from the characters,
especially from Schultz who acts more like he
belongs on a stage than on the screen. The dia
logue between Newman and Schultz is long and
drawn-out at limes but it docs convey the relation
ship that the two men shared. Let’s face it, these
men worked together for nineteen months and they
had a unique working relationship, Director Ro
land Joffe had to sum all of that up in two hours.
In conclusion, Fat Man and Little Boy is a good
film but 1 would only suggest it for diehard New
man fans and history buffs because as true to form
as the film may be, it is extremely boring at times.

P hovQ

w

9
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MUSIC From p. 10_______________________
Lizzy guitarist gone solo and big in Europe), Joan
Jell & The Blackhearts-f/p Your Alley (the come
back album for the lady in leather), Vixen (these
women can rock me any time, day or night), Sa
mantha Fox-/ Wanna Have Some Fun (so do I),
Robert Tcppcr-Modern Madness (hard drivin’
rock!), The Lost Boys (which no respectable vam
pire should be without), and Pat Bcnetar-WWe
Awake In Dreamland (it got me All Fired Up).
Don’t bother: Europe-Dnt Of This World (out of
the charts and good riddance!), Jane Weidlin-Fur
(cx-GoGo’s guitarist with no solid hits to brag
about except "Rush Hour"), New Order-Technique
(stay with Substance, I wish I had), When In Rome
(don’t always do what the Romans do), and Madonna-Like A Prayer (other than the singles, not
even her scented album cover could keep this one
alive).
Well, there you have it. Those arc just a few of
last years reviews pulled out of the archives. If I
get stuck again, maybe I’ll go back and get some
more. In the meantime, remember my philosophy:
A Good Pair Of Ears Is A Terrible Tiling To Waste.

'Three Choices"
Photo:
Bart Snowfleet
Selection:
Paula Sacyis
The Photo of the Week
is open to any student interested.
Submit entries to
Bob Bums in the
Photo Department.
Entries must be black and white
5 x 7’s or 8 x 10’s.

r
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Uf’s~Pizza
- Late Night Special After 9 pm

I - Get one 12" Pizza w / Double Pepperoni
J
& Double Dough, Plus (2) 24 oz. Pops

I
|

For $ 6.00 + T a x
A llendale 895-5411

H u d son ville 699-9550

- Don't Forget Our A ll You Can Eat Buffet
- Mondays from 5 - 9 pm For $ 3.95
]
- During Buffet Buy Your First Pop
I
Get Free Refills

Grand ValleyApartments

Join Our
Family

here are a lot of cliches about people who work together being a
fam ily At Saint M an's it's more than a cliche It's a realm that
reflects the "caring for" we direct to our patients and the caring
about w ithin our staff

T

We offer our nurses flexible scheduling, a comprehensive wage and benefits
package, including up to $1,700 per year in nursing education assistance, and
the opportunity to work in a number of specialty areas such as our dialysis unit,
new critical care complex, level II nursery, and neurotrauma unit
For more m fom iatioii alxuit becoming a part of Saint Mam s fam ily please call

or write us today

:e
I, \ l )

| I

: V

- Area's largest apartment complex
- Offering clean and pleasant living
year round
- Fully furnished one and
two-bedroom units

Most reasonable rates around
New club house for tenant
get-togethers
Paved sidewalk connects our apts.
directly to campus
The only apartments with solar envelope heating and cooling

~!
j
J

|
t
|
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r -------------- Calendar of Events

—

MovierThe Land Before Time
Wednesday at 9:00 p.m.
Friday & Saturday at 7:00 p.m.
132 Lake Huron Hall.
Free Admission.

Council For Exceptional Children
Regular meeting.
Thursday, November 2 at 5:30 p.m.
Room 114 at Au Sable Hall.
For mote information contact Rhonda Baur at
791-4025.

“ Reach for Excellence"
A.C.E.- Achieving Christian Excellence.
Every Tuesday night at 7:30 p.m.
The Cove located in Kirkhof Center.
For more information contact Samuel Moffett at
942-1780.

Faculty Reading—Bill Osborn and
Pactricia C lark
English Department
Thursday, November 2 at 2 p.m.
The Gallery in Calder Fine Arts Center.

Creative W riters’ Circle
Creative Writers’ Weekly Meeting.
Friday, October 27 from 3-4 p.m.
The Bay, Kirkhof Center.
For more information contact Chris Lentine at
895-5271.

Students For Reproductive Choice
Meeting at 2:30, Nov. 9 in the Cove Room,
Kirkhof Center. For more information call Carl
Bajema at 895-3695 or
Sara Culver at 895-3469

I I 11
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PHOTO BY BRENT ASHCROFT
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Rich Ceisler, comedian, appeared Wednesday,October 26, at
the Promenade Deck as part o f the Nile Club Series.
■

L etter W riting and Petition Campaign
Students Against Apartheid.
Monday, October 30 through Thursday,
November 2. From 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
The Mainfloor of the Kirkhof Center.
For more information contact Brandon Williams
at699-9086.

_ _______

School of Communications Senior Thesis:
Ted Boelema, Deb Clauser, Patty Lyons
. and Susan Moulton
School of Communications
October 31 to December 1.
Hours: M.T.W .F.-10 a.m. to 5 p.m.;
Th.-10 a.m. to 7 p.m.
Calder Gallery, Calder Fine Arts Center.

_

This column is provided for free announcements by student organizations. To get your activity listed, fill
out and place the form below in the Campus Life Editor’s mailbox in The Lanthorn's office. Deadline is
Wednesday of every week.
This form is discarded after the information is printed once.
Please take this to The Lanthorn office*
| Name of Event

I
I

Name of Organization.

I Pate and Time o f Event or Meeting.

| Location of Event or Meeting -

I _______________
CO PY-CAT

If K aplan
D oesn’t G et
You Your W hites,
W ell G ive You B ack
Your G reen.

G iv e Y o u r H a ir A H u g !
At

C U S T O M - C U T

We Offer:

Haircuts
Perms
Spirals
Hair Coioring

Wfe're so certain that our prep course can help you pass the nursing boards,
we ll refund you your money or let you take the course again if you don't pass
How can we be so sure you'll pass? Maybe it's our 50 years of experience

S

• Highlights
• Nails
• Eyebrow Waxing

Our small classes and advanced teaching methods- Or a research department that
reacts to test changes before most companies even know they oast

Hours: Mon. - Fri. 9 a.m. - 8 p.m.

Whatever it is. the Kaplan method works So if you want (o be a nurse, the

Sat. 8:30 a.m. - 3 p.m.

tune to start practicing is now

1

STANLEY H. KAPLAN

r

$1.00 Off

~T

Haircut

Take Kaplan Or Take Your Chances

Any Perm

Reg $8.00

t- u s T o

,

m

f ii i T

— -------- -----

|__ coupon expires November 30. 1989 ___ |

EAST BELTLINE S.E.
GRAND RAPIDS. MI 49546-9701

~1

$3.00 Off
Over $20.00
*

11 S

|

()

M

C. f l

I

S

„
coupon expiree November 30. 1989

2627

G A L L : (616) 957-9701

For other locations call 800-KAP-TFST

2240 28th S W
W yoming. Ml 49509
(in the Clinton Center)

532-4117

4335 Lk Ml Dr N W
Stondale. Ml 49504
(In Standale Village Mall)

791-9787
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Defense Holds, Offense Explodes vs.Valparaiso
By M ark Halstead
Staff Writer
Thirteen touchdowns plus thir
teen extra points adds up to ... yes,
91.
And yes, Grand Valley State
scored that many points Saturday,
while shutting out Valparaiso
University to improve their rec
ord to 9-0.
The third ranked Lakers scored
28 points in each of the first two
quarters, along with 21 and 14
third and fourth quarter points to
set one of many school records.
A subdued head coach Tom
Beck was anything but ecstatic
about the victory, “we shut them
out, that is what is significant We
did not plan on scoring that many

points, 10 different guys scored
touchdowns, so a lot of guys
played in the game.
“We did not do anything fancy,
we just ran the tailback up the
middle for the last 20 to 22 min
utes. Our third and fourth team
players did a good job, and our
defense just held them at bay for
the whole game.”
Grand Valley broke many
school records Saturday, includ
ing first downs (34), total yards
(731), most tackles fora loss (18),
and largest margin of victory.
Other statistical categories:
• Twelve players carried the ball
for 469 total yards.
• The quarterbacks completed 12
of 15 passes for 262 yards and
five TD’s.

• Defensively the Lakers held the
Crusaders to minus 9 yards
rushing on 35 carries.
• Valparaiso QB’s threw 35
times, completing 10 for 87
yards.
• GV also blocked a punt and
intercepted two passes.
The Lakers began the scoring
early as it took the team only 54
seconds to get on the board. Jack
Hull hit Michael Short with a 26yard pass and G V would add three
more scores in the first quarter,
with Alex Pruess dashing 50 yards
and Isaiah Lipsey running in from
eight and one yards out.
The second quarter was just as
impressive, as Hull threw a pair
of six-yard scoring tosses to Pluess
and Jeff McCaw. Eric

PHOTO BY BOB COOLEY
Eric Lynch (34), below, tucks the football under his arm and sidesteps
a pursuing Crusader before breaking a long run.
scored a seven-yarder for his 16th
TD of the season, a school record,
and Robert Hunt sprinted 39 yards
to paydirt to complete the half.
With a 56-0 lead at intermis
sion, the only thing the Crusaders
had to look forward to was not
having to contend with the Laker
starter u h e rest of the way. Hull
exited early, completing 8 of 11
passes for 145 yards, and Lynch
added 102 yards on 14 carries.
With Hunt at the helm for most
of the third quarter, the Lakers
added three more scores as .the
junior threw 12 yards to Jamarl
Eiland and 21 yards to Todd
Gcsund. Reserve QB Brian Tazic
ran 44 yards for anther score and
added a four-yard fourth quarter

TD. Anthony Evans closed out the
scoring by sprinting six yards
around left end with 9:55 show
ing on the clock.
“ It was a combination of
things,” commented Beck after
wards. “Our guys broke tackles,
we executed well, and the defense
stopped them. I never expected
this, and I am sure we will never
have anything like this again.”
The second half scoring spree
was led by Hunt’s perfect fourof-four passing for 117 yards, and
Steve Bruner rushed for 84 yards.
Grand Valley continues play
next week when they host Northwood Institute at 1:30 p.m. in the
final regular season home game.

Todd Gesund (81), left, beats the Vaparatso defense for a touchdown
reception on a third quarter Robert Hunt pass.
PHOTO BY BOB COOLEY

W om en's Cross C ountry takes second p lace

Tennis Team Places Fourth
By Sarah Stinson
Sports Editor

Despite going in to Saturday’s
conference meet at a huge dis
advantage due to injury, Coach
Tim Sutherland couldn’t have
been any happier with his team’s
performance. In their last regu
lar season meet last week, num
ber one player Nancy Siemion
went down with an ankle sprain
and GV had to default their
lumber one singles and doubles
matches over the weekend, but
<till managed to pull out a fourth
alace overall.
They finished third in the
cgular season and fourth at the
'ILIAC meet, behind Ferris,
lillsdale, and Saginaw Valley
uid Wayne Stale, who tied for
bird. Despite playing short
landed, they were also successul in holding off the advances
>f Oakland, Lake Superior, and
Michigan Tech.

Sutherland felt that the key to
success over the weekend would
be to beat everyone they had
beat in the regular season, as
well as some that they hadn’t
been able to defeat previously.
They were successful in both of
those, and he commented later,
“We got a lot of real consistent
play everywhere—everybody
won at least two matches and
you can’t ask for more than
that.”
In two of the team’s better
performances, Lynn Kloostra
placed third at sixth singles for
the Lakers, and Christy Ritscma
placed fourth at fourth singles.
“Under the circumstances, I
couldn’t be any happier with the
team’s performance," Suther
land added. Sutherland also has
a lot to be excited about as he
looks ahead to next season,
when everyone from this highly
successful team returns. *

Lady Lakers Finish Strong
At GLIAC Conference Meet
By Joe Lowden
Staff Writer

The results of the GLIAC con
ference meet, last Saturday at Lake
Superior State, differed greatly for
the men’s and women’s cross
country teams. The Lady Lakers
finished second to Hillsdale, as
well as second in the GLIAC. The
men finished ninth at the meet.
Pete Bodary and John Barstis
ran with injuries, but still man
aged to finish in the Laker's top
five. Ed Kiesscl was first for the
Lakers, and 21st overall - followed
by Brett Schafer (44th).
“It was a rugged course. 1 was
concerned with (Bodary and
Barstis) just finishing, because
they have lost a lot of practice time

due to injury,” said coach Bill
Clinger.
Coach Gary Martin was pleased
with his Laker’s performance,
despite what he considered an
extremely difficult course. “This
was the roughest course I have
seen in my life,” Martin added
“You couldn’t find a tougher
course anywhere in the U,S.”
Although the Lady Lakers fin
ished second to Hillsdale, which
is ranked first in the lower divi
sion NAIA, they could still move
up in their NCAA rankings.
The other benefits the meet
delivered was two All-Conference
awards for the Lady Lakers. First
on the team and third place over
all, was junior Sandra Terrell.
Seventh overall and with a sec

ond place team finish was sopho
more Nicky Vandenberg and both
received awards. Also, GLIAC
coach of the year was Gary Mar
lin.
This Saturday the Regional
meet will be held at Ferris State.
The women run at 11 a.m., and
the men at noon.
The Lady Lakers will be dedi
cating the Regionals to senior
l^aura Moore. Moore, who fin
ished 11 th in the GLIAC meet and
third for the Lakers, could be in
her last meet if the Lakers do not
make nationals.
FOR ANYONE INTERESTED
IN MEN’S TRACK:
What? Men’s track meeting
Where? Room 16 Field House
When? 3:15 November 9

*
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Swim Team Replaces Old With Experience
By Sarah Stinson
Sports Editor
As the Laker swim teams
go into this Saturday’s GVSU
R elays, C oach Dewey
Newsome has high expecta
tions for both of his squads
during the upcoming season.
The men will open the night
before at home against
Oakland, at 6:30 p.m; The
Pioneers and Ferris State, both
conference rivals, are ex
pected to be Grand Valley’s
toughest competition this
season.
For the women,
Oakland and Northern will be
the team s to beat, but
Newsome hopes to go through
the rest of the season in a
Successful way as well.
The men graduated their
top sprinter and flyer, but the
ones coming up to fill the
empty spots lode “very good”
according to Newsome.
They return everyone from
the breaststroke, individual
medley, and backstroke, as
well as diver Matt Inman, so
the men should be well
equipped for a strong show
ing this season.
The women are also pow
erful, with the women’s dis
tance events leading the way
for a great year and the
breaststroke and butterfly
looking strong as well. They re
turn their top two sprinters and at
least their number one competi
tors in every other event.
It is already an extremely prom-

B ^ M a rl^ Ia ls te a d ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
Records Fall
When a team scores 91 points,
which our Lakers did last Satur
day, the record books tend to take
a new look.
Sports Information Director
Don Thomas had to put in over
time to figure out all these rec
ords, folks, and yours truly had a
severe case of writer’s cramp af
ter keeping the Lakers offensive
statistics Saturday afternoon.
' Let’s take a look at the records
set in the monumental win:

Dacia Darbee

ising season, and “the key to where
we’ll be this season will come out
Satruday night, when we can see
everyone in competition.” Last
year, the women won the event

outright and the men tied for first
with Ferris. It will be a great
event, with the diving beginning
at 3:30 and the other events be
ginning at 4 p.m.

• Most points— 91
• Greatest margin of victory—
91 • Most points in the first q u a rte r28
• Most points in the second
quarter— 28
• Most points in a half— 56
• Most touchdowns— 13
• Most TD ’s in a season— 56
• Most first downs— 34
• Most total yards— 731
• M ost total yards in a
season— 4,338
• Most points in a season— 406
• Most tackles for a loss— 18
• Punts in a game— 0
Individual records that were cs-

tablished:
• Most extra points— Miguel
Sagaro— 13
■ Most TD’s in a season— Eric
Lynch— 16
And for the final category of rec
ords that were tied:
• Most TD’s passing— 5.
• Most shutouts in a season— 2
• Most rushing T D ’s in a
season— 33.
A side note to Sagaro’s 13 ex
tra points was that he was one kick
away from tying the national mark
for extra points. *
By the way, if anyone was
wondering what the Division II
national record for points is, Con
necticut scored 125 against the
Newport Naval Training Center
on October 22, 1949.
Up Next: Northwood
Give me a break; so I was off
32 points with my prediction last
week, but I did pick Valparaiso’s
score correctly.
The Lakers probably will not
score 91 this week, but if they are
able to they will.
Last year GV crushed Northwood 34-2, prompting NI’s head
Sec HALSTEAD p. 16
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C r e w g e ts F irs t V ic to r y in G ra n d V a lle y H is to r y a t S p e a k m o n
By Gregg H artsuff
Staff Writer
Last Saturday, October 28, the
Grand Valley State University
crew team traveled to Columbus,
Ohio, for competition in the fall
season’s largest midwestem re
gatta— the Jack Speakmon Invi
tational. Teams from the Univer
sities of Michigan, Miami of Ohio,
Purdue, Ohio State, Marietta,
Mercyhurst, Toledo, as well as

others gathered for the 1500 me
ter fall race.
Heats for the finals started at
8:30 a.m. with the men’s novice 8
(MacNee, Driver, Workman,
Cavalier, Harvey, Haley, Martines, Koistra, Huey). In the first
200 meters of this race bowman
MacNee’s oarlock came undone,
causing him to miss 30 strokes.
Despite this, the eight still finished
third with a 5:43 time, but didn’t
qualify for the afternoon final.

Next to race was the varsity
men’s lightweight 4+ (Box, Post,
Hartsuff, Van Houten, Bono).
This four also had problems with
the start and were forced to come
from behind. The four rowed with
a good set and managed to battle
back into third place and a time of
5:38, but were six-tenths of a sec
ond away from a chance at the
finals.
Two women’s novice four’s
were entered for Grand Valley.
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The Sch
the Art Inst
of Chicago
is now accepting transfer
applications for the January and
September 1990 terms. T®
Interested applicants are invite
to c a lll 800 535-6285
The Grace and Walter Byron Smith
Scholarship Fund provides financial
assistance to students w ho have attended
parochial high schools or Cathode colleges
—
—
in Illinois.

The A four (Callahan, Hall,
Scholton, Kheun, Cencich) rowed
well enough for the finals, and
finished in sixth place overall.
The lightweight women’s 4+
(Cencich, Huey, Devine, Dykstra,
Coenen) impressively won their
heat and continued to the finals.
There, they pulled to a third place
finish, just beating a strong Mari
etta boat at the finish. The four
posted a time of 6:47, GVSU’s
third best finish of the day.
The open men’s 4+ (Hankins,
Socie, Shifford, Reynolds, Bono),
rowing in one of the toughest
races, pulled to a time of 5:48 but
didn’t make the finals.
The mixed 8 (Perakis, Hansinger, Morrill, Bono, Coenen,
Dykstra, Barton, Reynolds, De
line) rowed to a third place finish
of a disputed race. During the first
half, a Mercyhurst boat cn
croached into Grand Valley’s lane
and nearly caused a collision. No
protest was ruled and the Lakers
had to settle lor a third behind a
Cmncinnali as well as a Marietta
boat
The tnghligfu td the day for
Grand Valley was die Novice
W om en’s 8 (C roenenw ald,
Zapoli, C haffee,
M orrill,
Houlihan, Ambrose, Mcrgcncr,
Bono, Define), who made the fi
nals in the morning. In the after
noon final, the women were put
up against three strong Purdue
boats, and also boats from Mari
etta and Mercyhurst. At the 500
meter point the eight was a scat

behind the Purdue A boat. Until
the 1000 they had only had three
power 10’s and were still match
ing Purdue stroke for stoke. When
the cox Define took the rate, Pur
due tired and Grand Valley took
it up, surging into the lead. This
surge resulted in Grand Valley
pulling into open water and a
Grand Valley victory. The first at
the Speakmon in Grand Valley
history.
In the novice men’s 4, GV en
tered two boats, but one was
scratched due to equipment fail
ure at the starting line. The other
four (Prcwoski, Westrick, Barn
stable, Cregen Huey) finished
second in their heals, and then
repeated their silver medal per
formance in the finals. Number 2
man Randy Wesrick stated, “At/
the start we drifted right to star 2
hoard, but after we straightened
out it set up good.’’
The time was 5:46 and they had
the second best finish of the day
The lightweight men’s 8 (Box,
Coenen, Hankins, Socie, Barton,
Post, Hartsuff, Van Houten,
Zagaekrf rowed to a fifth place m
a tough field. Their time was 5:52,
even with some minor steering
problems.
Returning home with a winners
cup, and a second and third place
finish, Grand Valley’s perform
ance was encouraging consider
ing the extremely tough competi
tion. This Saturday the novice
squad travels to Toledo for a re
gatta.
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A View From
The
Cheap Seats
By Dave Benner

• University of Houston coach
Jack Pardee is the hands down
winner o f the Poor Sportsman of
the Year Award after his Cougars
shellacked SMU 95-21 on Octo
ber 21. While star QB Andre
Ware did only play the first half,
second-string quarterback David
Klingler threw four touchdowns
in the second half after Houston
was already leading 59-14. It’s
quite evident that Pardee was
interested only in setting records
that afternoon. Coincidentally, no
doubt, Houston is the last major
college team to score 100 points
in a game (1968). SM U js mak
ing its return to college football
this season after two years off
following im position o f the
NCAA death penalty. No team,
under no circumstance, deserves
’.o be beaten that badly. . . well,
maybe the Miami Hurricanes, but
. .* It’s been a very dark season
for Major League Baseball. There
was the Pete Rose gambling scan
dal, Commissioner Giamatti’s
sudden death, Donnie Moore’s
suicide, then the Bay area earth
quake which not only interrupted
the World Series but made every
one realize just how minute pro
fessional sports is in the whole
scheme of things.
However, to find some good in
the summer, take a look at the
pitching staff of the Oakland A ’s.
Two members, Bob Welch and

A A Meeting - Alcoholics
A nonym ous m eets every
Friday at noon in the Cove
Room of K irkhof Center.
Interested persons can contact
Mike at 235-0271.
2-13 ip

For Sale
Can you believe we’ve already
had snow? Maybe you can, if
your’e a West Michigan native.
Don’t fret on icy, snowy roads
this winter. Buy a 1981
Subaru: front-wheel drive, five
speed, 33 mpg. Overall, we’re
ta lk in g
D EPENDA BLE
TRANSPORTATION. Call
Laura at 895-5213.
10-lifn
Mercury Cougar XR-7: 65,000
original miles. Body is great!
V-8, auto, FAST. C all
895-5034.
10-ltp
Toyota Corolla SR-5, 1981.
Has a sunroof, AM-FM
cassette, 90,000 miles. Runs
great. Asking $1,200. Call
895-6548.
10-ltp

Services
Term papers, resumes, letters,
etc. Accurate, professional,
reliable, reasonable. 532-2960
1 -20tp

Dennis Eckersley, are not only
stars on the field but off the field
as well. Both of these men are
non-drinking alcoholics whose
careers were almost over at one
point as a result of their disease.
However, both are now non
drinking and are role models for
people everywhere. Welch has
published a very interesting book
(the title of which escapes me)
that describes his experiences.
• I question Bo Schembechler’s
outright benching of quarterback
Elvis Grbac during the Iowa game
(and possibly the rest of the sea
son?) in favor of senior Michael
Taylor. All Grbac had done was
lead the Wolverines to a near upset
of number one Notre Dame and
then four straight victories. Pos
sibly a platoon system would be
best. Schembechler must look to
the future somewhat and consider
who will be running the helm for
the next couple seasons.
• What the MSU football team
lacks is a legitimate deep threat/
explosive type o f offensive
weapon in the mold of Rison,
Ingram, etc. That type o f player
can put points on the board
quickly, plus open up the field for
the running game.
~
• On October 22, the Detroit
News published an eye-opening
feature noting statewide collegiate
athletic department budgets and
coaches’ salaries. It’s interesting

Lo n e l y ? Need a Da te ?
M eet
that
special
someone
today!
Call
DATETIM E.
(405) 366-6335.
9-4ip

to note that U of M’s budget of
$20,175,000 is almost twice that
of MSU ($12,379,500). GVSU
ranked 12th of 13 at $836,659.
University of Michigan’s new
men’s basketball coach Steve
Fisher makes more greenbacks
($95,000) than his MSU counter
part Jud Heathcote ($93,000).
• Speaking of MSU basketball,
a radio station in Plymouth, Indi
ana, home of former MSU “court"
star Scott Skiles, will broadcast
the Orlando Magic games during
this year’s NBA season. Orlando
acquired Skiles from the Indiana
Pacers in June.

• Teammates Will Clark and
Kevin Mitchell have upended Bo
Jackson as the hottest commodi
ties in the baseball card market
Other players who are hot are
rookie sensation Jerome Walton
and future Hall of Famer Nolan
Ryan (his rookie card is currently
worth $400 and rising— double
what it was a year ago). Pete Rose
and Jose Canseco continue to be
cold potatoes.
• So who will be college bas
ketball’s top team? Michigan?
UNLV? Georgetown? LSU? NC
State? My pick is the Syracuse
Orangemen; they are loaded!

V an's TROPHY
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• Money can’t buy success in
Major League Baseball.. . only
astute front-office wheeling and
dealing, and a strong farm system
can. Case in point, the 1989 pay
rolls:
Mets $21.3 Million (#1)
Dodgers $21.1
Red Sox $18.8
Yankees $18.4
Royals $16.9
A’s (#6)
Giants(#7)
Blue Jays(#10)
Cubs(#18)

SHOP

LAjKERATHIfTIf
■OF THE WEEK1

WM

Ed Kiessel receives the Male Laker Athlete of the Week
award for bis strong showing at the GLIAC cross country
meet over the weekend. He held the number one spot for his
teamand finished 21st overall onaveryrough courseatLake
Superior State
if f 1----...
. .iir-i —r=-

. ±2.

►- I * - —

~ ft JBSf

-.4

The crew team’s novice women’s eight boat receive
award. They havetumedinstrongperformances all season,
attheJackSpeakroonRegatta in Columbus. Ohio. They soundly beat an l8boatfieldandtook
first by twenty seconds over two Purdue boats in 5;3? for a 1500 meter course.

- Plaques

'

- Ribbons

V a jt 1

TROPHY SHOP

MetJals
- Awards
R|Ver view plaza - jenison
- Certificates
457-2540

D O M IN O 'S P IZ Z A wants
to deliver to GVSU, but needs
your help. We offer flexible
hours, m erit raises, paid
training and guaranteed $6/hour
training period, then you can
excel at your own pace. Call
now. 669-8800. Ask for Troy.

THINK SPRING - Out going?
Well-organized? Promote &
Escort our FLORIDA SPRING
BREAK trip. GOOD PAY &
FUN. Call Campus Marketing.
1-800-423-5264.
10-ltp

- Corporate Awards
- Trophies
- Much more!

NEEDED: Two people to
move in to one bedroom
ap artm en t ASAP. F u lly
furnished, quiet building. $350
per month plus electric and
heating. CAMPUS VIEW
A PTS.
C all Barry or
Stephanie at 895-7093.
10-ltfn

10-2tfn

Need T-shirts, sweatshirts,
hats, or jerseys?
Call
OLLIEWEAR Screenprint!!!
Custom artwork, fast service,
low prices. Call Frank at
895-5563.
10-ltfn

Help Wanted
FA R N

- $15D(HI
S
U
MMER
N EXXR U N N IN G YOUR O WN
B U S IN E S S ,___T riple ’A ’
Student Painters is looking for
B ranch M anagers across
Michigan, Indiana and Ohio.
Run your own summertime
business and gain valuable
business experience. For more
information call Greg Mcrians
at 1-800-543-3792 or (517)
548-0133.

S PR IN G B R E A K -129a In d iv id u a l
or
s tu d e n t
organization needed to promote
our Spring Break trips. Earn
money, free trips and valuable
experience. APPLY NOW!!
Call Inter-Campus Programs:
1-800-327-6013.
-------- ^ S r p

$5000

8-3ip

C R U IS E
S H IP
JO B S .
Hiring Men- Women, Summer
or
Y ear
R ound.
PHOTOGRAPHERS, TOUR
G U ID E S, R EC REA TIO N
PERSONNEL. Excellent pay
plus FREE travel. Caribbean,
H aw aii, B aham as, South
P acific, M exico. C A L L
N O W ! _ C a l l refundable.
1 -2 0 6 - 7 3 6 -0 7 7 5,
Ext.
600 N.
___________________

If you believe in team work &
providing excellent customer
service...W e are accepting
applications for: full &
part-time children's alpine ski
instructors. Salary plus room
& board. Contact Steve K-P or
Marty at Crystal Mountain
Resort.
(616) 378-2911.
7-4tp

10-lip

N ational M ark etin g Firm
seeks mature student to manage
on-campus promotions for top
companies this school year.
Flexible hours with earnings
potential to $2,500 per
semester. Must be organized,
hardw orking and money
motivated. Call Joe or Myra at
(800) 592-2121.

'it, — B— B— H— — — —

6*4tp

W—

WANTED: BEER CANS,
ANTIQUE, OLD, FOREIGN
CANS FOR COLLECTION.
846-4599, UNCLE DARREL
CLAEYS, GRAND HAVEN.
9 -3 tp

AM ARANTHUS is now
accepting subm issions o f
poctry.art, fiction, and creative
non-fiction for the winter
issue. Poetry and prose must
be typed, prose double-spaced.
All submissions must include
author's name, address and
phone. For return of written
w ork, please include a
s e lf-a d d re s s e d
stamped
envelope. Art will be returned
by hand. Direct submissions to
AMARANTHUS, Department
of English, 101 Lake Superior
Hall. Deadline October 31.
10-lip
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------ Challenge the Football Foursome
□
□
□
Q
□
□
0,
□
□
□

Professional Games
Buffalo at Atlanta
Chicago at Green Bay
Cincinnati at L.A. Raiders
Cleveland at Tampa Bay
Detroit at Houston
Indianapolis at Miami
L.A. Rams at Minnesota
N Y. Giants at Phoenix
N.Y. Jets at New England
Philadelphia at San Diego

Pittsburgh at Denver
Seattle at Kansas City
□
Dallas at Washington
Q
College Gaines
□
MSU
at Indiana
□
□ ‘
Illinois at Iowa
□
□
Nebraska at Colorado
□
□
Texas at Texas Tech
□
□
Arizona
State at Washington
□
W.Virginia at Penn St.
□
□
Virginia at N.C. State
□
□
Tie Breaker

HALSTEAD From p.1 4 -----------

□
□
□

Q
□
Q

□
□
□
□
• □
a
□

coach Tom Danna to accuse GV
of piling up the score. Many
strong words were expressed by
the Northmen, which makes me
think that our Lakers will want to
embarrass them even more.

dous team speed. The past two
weeks they have defeated Sagi
naw Valley and Ferris State with
ease, so they think they can com
pete with us. I do not see that
happening.

Coupled with that, one of Northwood’s players punched one of
our players while he was loading
his equipment into the bus. In
centive number two for the Lak
ers to not let up this week.

If the defense can contain the
Northmen’s speed, which they
will do, and the offense can figure
out how to attack NTs twisting
and stunting up front, which they
will, an easy victory will follow.
GRAND VALLEY 42
NORTHWOOD
17

Northwood is 100% improved
over last season, and have tremen

Northwood at Grand Valley
Total Points__________

This
Week's
Winner

NameAddress.

Craig McGoffin
17 out of 20

Phone
Best Time To Call On Monday1. Fill out the entry blank by picking your choice for the winner of each game. (Check only one box per game)
2.
Pick the winner of the tie-breaking game and the total points in that game.
3. Print your name, address, phone number and time you are available on Monday.
4. Any entrant who outpicks the "Football Foursome" will get his or her name put in the paper for that particular week.
The top challenger will be spotlighted that week.
5. All entries must be dropped off in The Lanthom off in the "Football Challenge" box. The Lanthom will not be
responsible for lost or misplaced entries.
6. A $10 fee will be charge for an appeal on an entry. The fee will only be returned if the challenger is declared a
winner. All entries become the property of The Lanthom.
7. All weekly winners qualify for a random drawing for a pair of tickets to the game'of their choice of their favorite
sports team, within availability. The drawing will be held on or about January 11,1990. All winners will be notified.
8. The contest is open to all GVSU students, faculty and staff, excluding those who work for The Lanthom.
9. Deadline is Friday at 3 p.m.
Sarah Stinson

Buffalo at Atlanta
Chicago at Green Bay
Cincinnati at L A . Raiders
Cleveland at Tampa Bay
Detroit at Houston
Indianapolis at Miami
L.A. Rams at Minnesota
N.Y. Giants at Phoenix
N.Y. Jets at New England
Philadelphia a t San Diego
Pittsburgh at Denver
Seattle at Kansas City
Dallas at Washington
MSU at Indiana
Illinois at Iowa
Nebraska at Colorado
Texas at Texas Tech
Arizona State at Washington
W. Virginia at Penn St.
Virginia at N.C. State

Tim Syrek

Joe Lowden

79-139 (56.8%) 74-129 (S32% 1 87-139-(6L62el
Bills
Bills
Bills
Bears
Bears
Bears
Bengals
Bengals
Raiders
Browns
Browns
Browns
Oilers
Oilers
Oilers
Dolphins
Colts
Colts
Rams
Vikings
Vikings
Giants
Giants
Giants
Jets
Patriots
Patriots
Eagles
Eagles
Eagles
Broncos
Broncos
Broncos
Seahawks
Seahawks
Seahawks
Redskins
Redskins
Redskins
Indiana
Indiana
Indiana
Illinois
Illinois
Illinois
Nebraska
Colorado
Colorado
Texas
Texas Tech
Texas Tech
ASU
ASU
ASU
W.Virginia
W.Virginia
Penn St.
N.C. State
N.C. State
N.C. State”

Other Winners
Tom Darwin
17 out of 20

GVSU Students!
Every Tuesday is

Eric N ietling
82-129.1292% }

Bills
Packers
Raiders
Browns
Oilers
Dolphins
Vikings
Giants
Jets
Eagles
Steelers
Seahawks
Redskins
MSU
Illinois
Colorado
Texas Tech
ASU
W.Virginia
N.C. State

at

LINCOLN COUNTRY
CLUB
Drink Specials
Every hour!
Free Popcorn!

9 p.m. to 1 a.m.
EVERY Tuesday

F eatu rin g:

The Round Mound
of Sound
Must be 21'years old with valid ID
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